Abstract: Ultrafast two dimensional infrared (2D-IR) vibrational echo spectroscopy has emerged as a powerful method for the study of molecular dynamics under thermal equilibrium conditions occurring on ultrafast time scales. Here, we describe experimental details of 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy including the experimental setup, pulse sequence, heterodyne detection, and extraction of the mainly absorptive part of the 2D-IR spectrum. As an experimental example, the measurements of the hydrogen bond dynamics of neat water and water in a high concentration of NaBr solution are presented and compared. The experiments are performed on OD stretching vibration of dilute HOD in H2O to eliminate contributions from vibrational excitation transport. A new experimental observable for extracting dynamical information that yields the frequency-frequency correlation function is presented. The observable is the inverse of the center line slope (CLS) of the 2D spectrum, which varies from a maximum of 1 to 0 as spectral diffusion proceeds. The CLS is the inverse of the slope of the line that connects the maxima of the peaks of a series of cuts through the 2D spectrum that are parallel to the frequency axis associated with the first radiation field-matter interaction. Comparisons of the dynamics obtained from the data on water and the concentrated NaBr solutions show that the hydrogen bond dynamics of water around ions are much slower than in bulk water.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, ultrafast multidimensional nonlinear spectroscopies with multiple visible [1] and infrared (IR) pulses [2–4] have been developed and have combined with rapid advances in ultrashort and high power laser technology to reveal the dynamics of complex molecular systems that previously could not be studied by one-dimensional (1D) spectroscopic methods. Molecular dynamics on sub-picosecond and picosecond time scales are measured in the multidimensional nonlinear spectroscopy by manipulating the sequences of ultrashort femtosecond pulses and examining the nonlinear response of the system as a function of the timing between the pulses.

Ultrafast two dimensional IR (2D-IR) vibrational echo spectroscopy is an ultrafast IR experimental method that is
in some respects akin to 2D NMR [5], but it probes molecular vibrations instead of nuclear spins [5]. 2D-IR vibrational echo methods are an important development that follows the first ultrafast 1D-IR vibrational echo experiments conducted over a decade ago [6]. Vibrations are the mechanical degrees of freedom of molecules and thus are sensitive to molecular dynamics of molecular structure and intermolecular interactions. As opposed to electronic excitations, the vibrational excitations in 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy produce a negligible perturbation of a molecular system with less energetic IR photons. In contrast to the electronic excitation, a vibrational excitation does not change the chemical properties of the molecular system under study [7,8]. In general, 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy can be used to study molecular systems under a thermal equilibrium condition and measure molecular dynamics occurring on subpicosecond to picosecond time scales [2,4,7–25]. 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy has been applied to study chemical exchange reactions [2,3,24], molecular internal rotation dynamics [4], water dynamics [17,22,23], hydrogen bond dynamics of alcohols [16,26], vibrational population transfer [27], intramolecular vibrational coupling [28], and mixed chemical analysis [29]. An increasing number of research groups are applying 2D-IR spectroscopy to the study of biological problems [8,11,18,25,30–42]. The applications of 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy are increasing rapidly in areas of physics, chemistry, biology, and materials science.

2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy involves three IR pulses that excite molecular vibrations, and because of nonlinear radiation field–matter interactions, the fourth IR pulse is emitted, the vibrational echo, which is the signal in the experiment. The first IR pulse excites the molecules to a coherence state where their wavefunctions are superpositions of the \( v = 0 \) and \( v = 1 \) energy levels. In effect, the first interaction causes the molecules to “oscillate” in phase at their initial frequencies. The phase relationships among the molecules decay quickly because of static inhomogeneous and dynamic broadening mechanisms. The decay of the phase relationships produces a vibrational free induction decay (FID). The second IR pulse transfers the coherence state into a population state in either \( v = 0 \) or \( v = 1 \) energy level, depending on the phase of the particular molecule at the time of the pulse. During the population period, the molecules can undergo spectral diffusion, that is, their frequencies evolve because of dynamic structural evolution of the system. Spectral diffusion causes molecules to lose memory of their initial frequencies. In the water systems discussed below, time dependent evolution of water’s hydrogen bond network causes spectral diffusion of the hydroxyl stretching vibration of water because the stretching vibration frequency is sensitive to the strength and number of hydrogen bonds [16,17]. Other processes called chemical exchange, in which the initial frequency makes a sudden jump because a molecule undergoes an abrupt change in its intra- or intermolecular chemical structure, can also occur during the population period [2,4,7,24]. The third IR pulse brings the molecules to a second coherence state where their wavefunctions are again superpositions of \( v = 0 \) and \( v = 1 \) energy levels or between \( v = 1 \) and \( v = 2 \) energy levels. As in an NMR spin echo, the phase relationships lost during the first FID can be restored, with the result that a macroscopic oscillating electric dipole is generated. This oscillating dipole gives rise to the emission of the vibrational echo pulse. The phase relationships are again lost via a second FID. The vibrational echo is overlapped spatially and temporally with another pulse, the local oscillator. The combined vibrational echo and local oscillator pulse is detected. The local oscillator, through the heterodyne detection, provides a phase reference so that both intensity and phase information are obtained from the vibrational echo pulse. During the second coherence period (time between the third pulse and the vibrational echo emission), the molecules oscillate at their final frequencies, which can be different from those they had during the first coherence period (time between pulses 1 and 2).

In short, during the first coherence period, the molecules are frequency-labeled. During the population period, the frequency-labeled molecules can evolve to different frequencies (spectral diffusion) because of microscopic molecular events. During the second coherence period, the final frequencies of the frequency-labeled molecules are read out. A 2D correlation map (spectrum) is obtained with the initial labeled frequencies as one axis in the 2D spectrum and the final frequencies of the molecules as the other axis. The time between pulses 1 and 2 is \( \tau \) and the time between pulses 2 and 3 is \( T_w \). The vibrational echo pulse is generated after pulse 3 at a time \( \leq \tau \). 2D vibrational echo spectra are obtained by scanning \( \tau \) at fixed \( T_w \). A set of such 2D spectra is obtained as a function of \( T_w \). By analyzing the amplitudes, positions, and peak shapes of the 2D spectra, detailed information on structure and dynamics of the molecular system is obtained. Spectral diffusion results in changes in peak shapes as a function of \( T_w \) [17,43]. Appearance of off-diagonal peaks results from incoherent and coherent population transfers by anharmonic interactions [27,44] or chemical exchange [2]. Off-diagonal peaks occurring at \( T_w = 0 \) can arise from state coupling of different vibrational modes [45]. Vibrational population relaxation and molecular reorientation lead to decay of the amplitudes of all peaks [7,8,15].

The paper is organized as follows. A brief theoretical background of the ultrafast 2D-IR vibrational echo experiment is given in Sec. 2. Details of the 2D-IR vibrational echo experiment are presented in Sec. 3. The experimental setup, data acquisition method, and “phasing” process required to obtain essentially absorptive 2D spectra. In Sec. 4, new 2D-IR vibrational echo experiments comparing the dynamics of water and a concentrated NaBr salt solution are discussed. The inverse of the center line slope (CLS) is defined as a new experimental observable in 2D vibrational spectra that is useful for quantifying spectral diffusion dynamics. Sec. 5 presents some concluding remarks.
2. Theoretical background

The 2D-IR vibrational echo experiment is a nonlinear four wave mixing spectroscopy involving three input IR electric fields in a non-collinear beam geometry [15,46–48]. Fig. 1 illustrates the sequence of three field-matter interactions, experimental time variables, time periods, non-collinear beam geometry, and phase-matched condition. The system is initially in thermal equilibrium before any field-matter interactions. The frequency of the IR pulse is tuned to the transition frequency of the vibrational mode or modes of interest. Because the pulse is very short, its band width can span a number of modes of a very broad band such as that associated with the hydroxyl stretching vibrational mode of water. After the first field-matter interaction, the molecular vibrational modes are in coherence states oscillating with initial vibrational transition frequencies (0-1). The second field-matter interaction brings the system to population states, either the ground state (0) or the first vibrationally excited state (1). Following the third field-matter interaction, the molecules are again in a coherence state oscillating with their final transition frequencies. The signal field is radiated with those final transition frequencies in the wave vector phase-matched direction and is combined with a local oscillator (LO) for heterodyne detection. There are three time periods in the experiment: evolution ($\tau$), waiting ($T_w$), and detection ($t$) as shown in Fig. 1a. To obtain the 2D-IR spectra in the frequency domain, two Fourier transforms are required. One is done experimentally when the monochromator spectrally resolves the signal-local oscillator pulse. This transform gives the $\omega_{m1}$ axis corresponding to the time variable $t$. When $\tau$ is scanned, an interferogram is obtained at each $\omega_{m1}$. These interferograms are numerically Fourier transformed to provide the $\omega_{t}$ axis. The details of these procedures are discussed below. In the 2D-IR vibrational echo experiment, 2D frequency correlation maps (spectra) between the evolution and detection time periods are obtained as a function of waiting time ($T_w$), which provides direct information on the time evolution of the molecular system.

In third-order four wave mixing experiments, three input electric fields ($E_1$, $E_2$, and $E_3$ each with a unique wave vector $k_1$, $k_2$, and $k_3$, respectively) interact with
a system and create a third-order nonlinear polarization \( P^{(3)} \) that subsequently radiates a signal field \( E_{\text{sig}} \) in the \( k_{\text{sig}} = -k_1 + k_2 + k_3 \) phase-matched direction. The third-order nonlinear polarization is expressed as time ordered integrals of a response function \( R^{(3)}(t_3, t_2, t_1) \) and three input fields \( E(k) \). The radiated signal field is written as [46]

\[
E_{\text{sig}}(k_{\text{sig}}, t) \propto iP^{(3)}(k_{\text{sig}}, t) = \int_0^\infty dt_3 \int_0^\infty dt_2 \int_0^\infty dt_1 R^{(3)}(t_3, t_2, t_1)E_3(k_3, t-t_3) \times E_2(k_2, t-t_3-t_2)E_1(k_1, t-t_3-t_2-t_1).
\]

The response function is a nested commutator of the transition dipole operator \( \mu(t) \) that is evaluated at the time point of the field-matter interactions [15]

\[
R^{(3)}(t_3, t_2, t_1) = \left( \frac{i}{\hbar} \right)^3 \langle [\mu(t_3 + t_2 + t_1), [\mu(t_2 + t_1), [\mu(t_1), \mu(0)]]] \rangle .
\]

The response function contains all of the information on the microscopic dynamics of the system because the dipole operator evolves under the system Hamiltonian \( H_0 \) in the total Hamiltonian \( H = H_0 + H_{\text{int}} \) where \( H_{\text{int}} \) is the term for the interaction of the system with the radiation fields. \( H_{\text{int}} \) is evaluated in the perturbative limit using the rotating wave approximation (RWA). Therefore, only terms in the response function that are resonant with the electric fields are retained. Each term in the response function in the RWA represents a different density matrix pathway that depends on the sequence of field-matter interactions. Only terms that contribute to the signal in the phase-matched direction are included.

A three-level system is considered for the vibrational response function because the \( v = 1 \rightarrow v = 2 \) transition needs to be included as well as the fundamental transition (\( v = 0 \rightarrow v = 1 \)) [15,47]. (The 1-2 transition comes into play for pathways that produce a population in the \( v = 1 \) level following the second pulse. The third pulse can then create a 1-2 coherence with subsequent vibrational echo emission at the 1-2 transition frequency, which differs from the 0-1 transition frequency by the anharmonic shift.) The response function can be separated into nonrephasing \( R^{(3)}_{NR}(t_3, t_2, t_1) \) and rephasing \( R^{(3)}_R(t_3, t_2, t_1) \) quantum pathways depending on the oscillation frequencies during the evolution and detection time periods. \( R^{(3)}_{NR}(t_3, t_2, t_1) \) pathways involve oscillations at the same frequency (same sign of the frequency) during both time periods, and thus they decay in time (nonrephasing). On the other hand, \( R^{(3)}_R(t_3, t_2, t_1) \) pathways can be “rephased” because they involve oscillations during the detection time period with frequencies that are conjugate or nearly conjugate (opposite sign) to those during the evolution time period. The nonrephasing and rephasing signals are measured in the same phase-matched direction \( k_{\text{sig}} = -k_1 + k_2 + k_3 \) by changing the sequence of three input electric fields \( E_1(k_1), E_2(k_2), \) and \( E_3(k_3) \). In the beam geometry shown in Fig. 1b, the nonrephasing signal \( E_{\text{sig}}(k_{\text{sig}} = -k_2 - k_1 + k_3) \) is measured with pulse sequence of \( E_2(k_3), E_1(k_1), \) and \( E_3(k_3) \) while the rephasing signal \( E_{\text{sig}}(k_{\text{sig}} = -k_1 + k_2 + k_3) \) is obtained with \( E_1(k_1), E_2(k_2), \) and \( E_3(k_3) \) [14].

When it is heterodyne detected, the vibrational echo signal is written with three experimental time variables by \( S(k_{\text{sig}}; \tau, T_w, t) \propto E_{LO}^{(3)}(k_{\text{sig}}) \cdot E_{\text{sig}}(k_{\text{sig}}; \tau, T_w, t) \), where \( E_{LO}(k_{\text{sig}}) \) is a time-independent local oscillator. Without heterodyne detection, the signal is proportional to \( |E_{\text{sig}}|^2 \), and it contains no phase information. With the heterodyne detection method the signal \( E_{\text{sig}}(k_{\text{sig}}; \tau, T_w, t) \) is linear in the electric field and amplified, giving full information on its amplitude, phase, and frequency. \( E_{\text{sig}}(k_{\text{sig}}; \tau, T_w, t) \) has both absorptive and dispersive contributions. To obtain either pure or almost pure absorptive 2D vibrational echo spectra, which considerably narrows the spectra, nonrephasing and rephasing signals are separately collected by using different pulse sequences. These signals are Fourier transformed along both \( t \)-axis and \( \tau \)-axis and are added [14]

\[
S(k_{\text{sig}}; \omega_\tau, T_w, \omega_m) = S_{NR}(k_{\text{sig}}; \omega_\tau, T_w, \omega_m) + S_R(k_{\text{sig}}; \omega_\tau, T_w, \omega_m),
\]

where \( S_{NR}(k_{\text{sig}}; \omega_\tau, T_w, \omega_m) \) and \( S_R(k_{\text{sig}}; \omega_\tau, T_w, \omega_m) \) are the nonrephasing and rephasing 2D spectra defined as

\[
S_{NR}(k_{\text{sig}}; \omega_\tau, T_w, \omega_m) = \int_0^\infty dt_3 \int_0^\infty dt_2 \exp[i\omega_m t_2 + i\omega_\tau \tau] S_{NR}(k_{\text{sig}}; \tau, T_w, t),
\]

\[
S_R(k_{\text{sig}}; \omega_\tau, T_w, \omega_m) = \int_0^\infty dt_3 \int_0^\infty dt_2 \exp[i\omega_m t_2 - i\omega_\tau \tau] S_R(k_{\text{sig}}; \tau, T_w, t).
\]

In practice, the \( t \)-axis in \( S(k_{\text{sig}}; \tau, T_w, t) \) is Fourier transformed during data collection by the monochromator and the \( \tau \)-axis in \( S(k_{\text{sig}}; \tau, T_w, t) \) is numerically Fourier transformed after data acquisition is finished as described in more detail in the next section.

### 3. Experimental procedures

#### 3.1. Femtosecond laser system and 2D-IR spectrometer

Femtosecond IR pulses employed in the experiments are generated using a Ti:Sapphire regeneratively amplified laser/OPA system. The output of a modified Spectra...
Physics Regen is 30 fs transform-limited 0.6 mJ pulses centered at ~800 nm with a 1 kHz repetition rate. These are used to pump an IR OPA to generate IR pulses μm in 0.5 mm thick AgGaS$_2$ crystal by difference frequency generation. For the experiments described below, the frequency is centered at 2510 cm$^{-1}$. The IR pulses are ~55 fs transform-limited following compensation for chirp [16].

A schematic layout of the 2D-IR spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2. A HeNe laser beam (632 nm) is used to align all optics in the 2D-IR spectrometer. The IR beam is collimated allowing for propagation of several meters without significant divergence. A 2 mm thick Ge Brewster plate is used to overlap the IR beam with a mode-matched HeNe alignment beam. The IR beam passes through the plate and the HeNe reflects from it. 50:50 ZnSe beam splitters are used to split the IR beam into five beams. Three of them (denoted as 1 (red), 2 (green), and 3 (purple) in Fig. 2) are the excitation beams for the stimulated vibrational echo. The fourth beam (tr) is a tracer beam for alignment and is blocked during the 2D-IR experiment. All four beams are focused with a 3-inch diameter off-axis parabolic mirror (f.l. = 15 cm) in a diamond geometry as shown in Fig. 2 and are spatially overlapped at the sample position by having them go through a 100 μm pinhole. A fifth beam (LO, black dotted) does not go through the sample and is further split into a local oscillator and a reference beam. These two beams are dispersed in a monochromator (iHR320, Horiba) and are sent to the upper and lower 32 element stripes of a liquid N$_2$ cooled dual 2×32 element MCT array detector. The “diamond” at the right of the figure shows the non-collinear beam geometry and the phase-matched direction.

However, beam 3 is fixed. Although scattered light from beam 3 will be heterodyne detected, it only produces a signal offset, which does not contribute to the Fourier transformed spectrum.
The chirp on excitation pulses is measured by a frequency resolved optically gating (FROG) method in a transient grating (TG) geometry [49]. By scanning pulse 2 with pulses 1 and 3 temporally overlapped, the homodyne TG signal of CCl$_4$ is measured and frequency-resolved. The frequency-resolved transients are fit to Gaussian functions to obtain the time zero position and width of the transient at each frequency. The plot of the time zero positions against frequency is a measure of chirp on the input pulses. CaF$_2$ plates with different thickness are used to balance the positive chirp introduced by other dielectric material in the setup, particularly the Ge Brewster plate, producing nearly transform-limited IR pulses at the sample position.

The monochromator performs an experimental Fourier transform to give the $\omega_m$ frequency axis. The heterodyne detected signal is given by

$$|E_{\text{sig}}(t) + E_{\text{LO}}|^2 = (7)$$

$$= |E_{\text{LO}}|^2 + |E_{\text{sig}}(t)|^2 + 2E_{\text{sig}}(t) \cdot E_{\text{LO}}^* .$$

$|E_{\text{LO}}|^2$ is a time-independent constant offset. The homodyne signal $|E_{\text{sig}}(t)|^2$ is negligibly small since $E_{\text{LO}} \gg E_{\text{sig}}(t)$ is set in the experiment. In addition, it is a slowly varying envelope and does not contribute to the Fourier transform of the interferogram. The third term is the heterodyne signal. As described above, pulse 3 is chopped at 500 Hz. In the dual array configuration, the signal is recorded as

$$S(t) = \frac{S_{\text{open}}(t)}{S_{\text{close}}(t)} - 1 =$$

$$= \frac{|E_{\text{sig}}(t) + E_{\text{LO}}|^2_{\text{upper}}}{|E_{\text{ref}}|^2_{\text{lower}}} \cdot \frac{|E_{\text{ref}}|^2_{\text{upper}}}{|E_{\text{LO}}|^2_{\text{upper}}} - 1 \propto$$

$$\propto 2 E_{\text{sig}}(t) \cdot E_{\text{LO}}^* .$$

$S_{\text{open}}(t)$ and $S_{\text{close}}(t)$ are the signals measured with a chopper open and closed, respectively. $E_{\text{ref}}$ represents a reference beam sent to the lower stripe of the dual array. $E_{\text{ref}} = E_{\text{LO}}$ when the dual array is normalized.

In a dual MCT $2 \times 32$ array configuration with upper and lower stripes, the LO and reference beams are sent to the upper and lower stripes, respectively. First, 32 pixels in the upper stripe are normalized so that each pixel gives the same responsivity. 32 pixels in the lower stripe are normalized to the corresponding 32 pixels in the upper stripe. In this normalization scheme, the lower stripe works identically as the upper stripe if there is no pixel noise. However, the pixel noise is much smaller than shot-to-shot laser intensity fluctuations. As a result, the dual array configuration effectively reduces the shot-to-shot spectral noise arising from instability of the generated IR pulses and improves the signal-to-noise ratio. At each monochromator setting, the dual array detects 32 individual frequencies at the same time.

As $\tau$ is scanned at a fixed $T_w$, the phase of the vibrational echo signal field is scanned relative to the fixed LO field, resulting in an interferogram as a function of $\tau$. The interferograms contain full information on the amplitude, sign, frequency, and phase of the vibrational echo signal field. The interferograms obtained at given monochromator frequencies are numerically Fourier transformed to the frequency domain to give the $\omega_\tau$ axis.

The interferogram measured as a function of $\tau$ contains both the absorptive and dispersive parts of the vibrational echo signal. To obtain the pure or nearly pure absorptive part of the vibrational echo signal, a dual scan method is used [14]. As explained in Sec. 2, there are two sets of quantum pathways (nonrephasing and rephasing) depending on the phase relation of the signal between the
evolution and detection period. Nonrephasing and rephrasing signals can be measured separately by changing the sequence of excitation pulses in the 2D-IR vibrational echo experiment [14]. In the beam geometry shown in Fig. 1, the nonrephasing signal is obtained if pulse 2 precedes pulse 1 whereas the rephasing signal is obtained if pulse 1 precedes pulse 2. The dispersive parts of the nonrephasing and rephrasing signals are 180 out of phase while the absorptive parts of them are in-phase. Adding the nonrephasing and rephrasing signals, the dispersive parts are cancelled, leaving only the absorptive part. Nonrephasing and rephasing interferograms at a monochromator frequency are shown in Fig. 3a for OD hydroxyl stretching vibration of dilute HOD in H$_2$O. The experimental results are discussed in detail below. The nonrephasing interferogram was obtained by scanning pulse 2 from a negative time to the time zero (where pulse 1 is located) while the rephasing interferogram was measured by scanning pulse 1 from the time zero to a positive time.

### 3.3. Phasing 2D vibrational echo spectra

As mentioned above, there is an experimental uncertainty in determining the time zeros between excitation pulses, compensating the chirp of the excitation pulses, and considering the chirp on the emitted vibrational echo pulse. These experimental factors distort the spectral phase in the absorptive 2D correlation spectra. To get a correct absorptive 2D spectrum, the spectral phase needs to be adjusted, i.e., a “phasing” procedure must be employed [16,43]. The projection slice theorem is employed to correct the spectral phase to obtain the absorptive 2D spectrum [14–17,22,23,43,50,51]. The projection of the 2D spectrum onto the $\omega_m$ axis is equal to the IR pump-probe spectrum measured at the same $T_w$, as long as all of the contributions to the vibrational echo are purely absorptive. Numerical adjustments are made that compensate for timing errors and chirp using the theoretical approach that has been described previously [16]. The spectral phase of the 2D correlation spectrum is very sensitive to small errors in the time origin, even on the order of 1 fs, and to chirp. The frequency-dependent phasing factor used to adjust the spectral phase in the 2D correlation spectra has the form

$$S_C(\omega_m, \omega_r) = S_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r) \exp [i \phi_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r)] + S_R(\omega_m, \omega_r) \exp [i \phi_R(\omega_m, \omega_r)] ,$$

$$\phi_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r) = -\omega_r \Delta \tau_{1,2} + \omega_r \Delta \tau_{3,LO} + \omega_m \omega_r Q_1 + \omega_m^2 \omega_r^2 Q_2 ,$$

$$\phi_R(\omega_m, \omega_r) = \omega_r \Delta \tau_{1,2} + \omega_m \omega_r \Delta \tau_{3,LO} + \omega_r^2 Q_1 + \omega_m^2 \omega_r^2 Q_2 ,$$

$S_C(\omega_m, \omega_r)$ is the phased 2D correlation spectrum. $S_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r)$ and $S_R(\omega_m, \omega_r)$ are the nonrephasing and rephasing 2D spectra, respectively. $\Delta \tau_{1,2}$ is the uncertainty of time zero between the excitation pulses 1 and 2, while $\Delta \tau_{3,LO}$ accounts for the time zero error between the excitation pulse 3 and the LO. The third and fourth terms in $\phi_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r)$ and $\phi_R(\omega_m, \omega_r)$ are correction factors for chirp on excitation pulses and the vibrational echo pulse. Note that $\Delta \tau_{1,2}$ comes in with opposite sign for nonrephasing and rephasing 2D spectra. The four parameters, $\Delta \tau_{1,2}$, $\Delta \tau_{3,LO}$, $Q_1$, and $Q_2$, are adjusted until the projected 2D spectrum matches the pump-probe spectrum.

![Figure 3](online color at www.lphys.org) (a) – nonrephasing and rephasing interferograms at a single monochromator frequency measured by the dual phase scan method. (b) – absorptive 2D-IR vibrational echo spectrum obtained by using a phasing procedure with the projection slice theorem (right panel) along the $\omega_m$ axis and the center of gravity lines (lower panel) along the $\omega_r$ axis. In the right panel, the blue line is the pump-probe spectrum and the red line is the projection of 2D spectrum onto the $\omega_m$ axis. In the lower panel, the two types of center of gravity lines. See the text for details. The dashed line is the diagonal.
In most instances, it is possible to obtain essentially the correct 2D spectrum using only the projection theorem procedure. In many situations in which the peaks in the 2D spectra are relatively narrow, and particularly if the amplitudes and positions of the peaks are all that is required, the projection theorem is sufficient for phasing the 2D spectrum [14,15,22,23,50–52]. However, for the very broad water spectrum discussed below, in which very accurate $T_w$ dependent shapes of the 2D spectra are required, to adjust the spectral phase unambiguously, it is preferable to have constraints on both $\omega_m$ axis and $\omega_r$ axis. Therefore, an additional constraint is applied for the $\omega_r$ axis in the phasing procedure. The absolute value nonrephasing $|S_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r)|$ and rephasing $|S_R(\omega_m, \omega_r)|$ spectra, which are independent of the phase factors $\phi_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r)$ and $\phi_R(\omega_m, \omega_r)$, are projected onto the $\omega_r$ axis. The peaks of these two spectra are at the same frequency along the $\omega_r$ axis. This should be also true for the purely absorptive 2D correlation spectra. The projected spectrum of $|S_{C}(\omega_m, \omega_r)|$ onto the $\omega_r$ axis is dependent on $\phi_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r)$ and $\phi_R(\omega_m, \omega_r)$, because of the cross term in Eq. (9). Peak positions in the projected spectrum of $|S_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r)| + |S_R(\omega_m, \omega_r)|$ onto the $\omega_r$ axis should be the same as the projected spectrum of $|S_{C}(\omega_m, \omega_r)|$ onto the $\omega_r$ axis when $S_{C}(\omega_m, \omega_r)$ is properly phased. This peak position matching along the $\omega_r$ axis is self-contained because the same nonrephasing and rephasing spectra measured in 2D-IR experiments are used while the projection slice theorem requires pump-probe spectra measured separately. By putting these two constraints along both the $\omega_m$ axis and $\omega_r$ axis and using a nonlinear fitting algorithm, the four parameters $\Delta \tau_{1,2}$, $\Delta \tau_{2,LO}$, $Q_1$, and $Q_2$ in Eqs. (10) and (11) are varied to obtain the correct absorptive 2D spectrum [16,25,43]. This method is quite general and can be applied to phase 2D correlation spectra having multiple peaks along the $\omega_r$ axis.

When 2D vibrational echo spectrum has only one 0-1 peak and the corresponding 1-2 peak along the $\omega_r$ axis, as is the case of water, a “center of gravity” line can be used as a very strong constraint for the $\omega_r$ axis. The peak positions of slices along $\omega_r$ at all $\omega_m$ frequencies of the $|S_{NR}(\omega_m, \omega_r)| + |S_R(\omega_m, \omega_r)|$ spectrum (absolute value spectrum) and the $|S_{C}(\omega_m, \omega_r)|$ spectrum (absolute value of the absorptive 2D spectrum) are determined. The plot of $\omega_r$ peak frequencies vs. $\omega_m$ is the center of gravity line [16,17,43]. An example is shown in Fig. 3b. A 2D vibrational echo spectrum is vs. $\omega_m$ of the OD stretching vibration of 5% HOD in H$_2$O in a high concentration NaBr solution at $T_w = 1.5$ ps. The dashed line is the diagonal. The peak on the diagonal is the 0-1 transition. It is positive going. The off-diagonal peak is negative going. It results from vibrational echo emission at the 1-2 transition frequency. It is shifted along the $\omega_m$ axis by the anharmonicity of the OD stretching vibration. To the right of the 2D spectrum are the pump-probe spectrum (blue) and the projection of the 2D spectrum (red). Below the 2D spectrum are the center of gravity lines of the absolute value spectrum (blue) and the absolute value of the absorptive 2D spectrum (red). The projected and pump-probe spectra in the right panel and the center of gravity lines in the lower panel in Fig. 3b show excellent agreement, demonstrating that the 2D vibrational echo spectrum is properly phased.

## 3.4. Sample preparation and 2D-IR vibrational echo measurements

D$_2$O was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. 5% of HOD in H$_2$O solution was prepared by adding 2.5 wt.% of D$_2$O to H$_2$O. A NaBr:H$_2$O = 1:8 solution was prepared by mixing 0.1 mol of NaBr salt with 0.8 mol of 5% of HOD in H$_2$O. Samples were placed in a cell with two 3 mm thick CaF$_2$ windows. The optical path length was set with a 6 $\mu$m thick Teflon spacer. Optical densities of the two samples at peaks at $\sim 2500$ cm$^{-1}$ (OD stretching vibration) were less than 0.3 including the $\sim 0.1$ H$_2$O background absorption. Absorption spectra of the samples were measured before and after 2D-IR vibrational echo experiments. There were no changes in absorption spectra. Normalized absorption spectra of two samples are shown in Fig. 4. The IR pulses were centered at 2520 cm$^{-1}$ with a bandwidth of $\sim 250$ cm$^{-1}$ FWHM. Frequency resolution of each pixel in the MCT array was 5–7 cm$^{-1}$ depending on the recorded frequency. Two array blocks (64 pixels) were used to scan the spectral range of 2340 to 2700 cm$^{-1}$. The 1R portion of the 2D-IR setup was purged with dry air during the experiment to eliminate CO$_2$ and H$_2$O. The time zeros between excitation pulses were checked before and after measurements to make sure that there was no time zero drift. After the 2D-IR vibrational echo experiments were finished, the 2D-
IR setup was reconfigured to a pump-probe setup. Pump-probe spectra were measured at all \( T_w \) times and used for phasing of the 2D spectra.

### 4. The effect of concentrated NaBr salt on water dynamics

Water plays an important role in chemistry, biology, geology, and materials science. It is a solvent for a wide variety of molecules and compounds, and it is a particularly good solvent for ionic compounds because of its high dielectric constant. Water dissolves ions by ion-dipole interactions. Because of the large electronegativity of oxygen, the oxygen atom in water carries a partial negative charge while the hydrogens carry partial positive charges. Thus, schematically for a negative ion, \( \text{HOH-Y}^- \), where, for example, \( Y = F, \text{Cl}, \text{Br}, \text{or I} \), and for a positive ion, \( \text{H}_2\text{O}-\text{X}^+ \), with, for example, \( X = \text{Na} \) or \( K \). The structure and dynamics of water molecules around ions are of fundamental importance in understanding ionic solvation and chemical reactions involving charged species in aqueous solutions. Vibrational population relaxation and orientational relaxation dynamics of water in bulk [53,54], nanoscopic environments [55–58], and ionic solutions [59–61] have been extensively studied by femtosecond IR pump-probe experiments. Vibrational echo experiments on hydroxyl stretching vibration have explicated the dynamics of hydrogen bond network in bulk water. Vibrational echo peak shift measurements [62–65] and 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy experiments [17,22,23,43] combined with molecular dynamics simulations [66–75] have revealed detailed information on the nature of structural evolution of hydrogen bond network of bulk water. The results have shown that the dynamics of water responsible for spectral diffusion observed in the experiments occur over time scales ranging from sub-100 fs to picoseconds. The fastest dynamics are associated with very local hydrogen bond fluctuations. The longest time scale dynamics involve global structural rearrangement of hydrogen bond network that completes the randomization of hydrogen bond structures and the sampling of all frequencies in the absorption spectrum of hydroxyl stretching vibration (complete spectral diffusion).

Here the results of initial 2D-IR vibrational echo experiments used to study spectral diffusion dynamics of a concentrated aqueous ionic solution are presented. Previously, intensity level single frequency vibrational echo peak shift data for a concentrated NaCl solution showed that salt slows the spectral diffusion of the water's hydroxyl stretching vibration relative to that of pure water [56,58]. Spectral diffusion is related to how fast a molecular system undergoes structural fluctuations under a thermal equilibrium condition. The relationship between the vibrational echo observables and the microscopic dynamics of a system can be described by a frequency-frequency correlation function (FFCF). Spectral diffusion is observed as a change in peak shape of the 2D-IR vibrational echo spectra as a function of \( T_w \) [46,76]. It has been observed that spectral diffusion dynamics of water are slower when the size of hydrogen bond network is reduced by encapsulating water molecules in nanoscopic environments [55,58] and hydrogen bond network is disrupted significantly by dissolved ions [59]. To investigate hydrogen bond dynamics of water around ions, 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy was performed on OD stretching vibration in a high concentration of NaBr solution with 5% of HOD in \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \). The concentration was set so that there were four water molecules per ion on average (see Sec. 3.3). At this very high concentration the hydrogen bond network is disrupted. There is essentially no bulk water in which there is an extended network of interconnected water molecules. Basically, all water molecules are hydrogen bonded to ions. The question of the dynamics of the structural evolution of hydrogen bonds under these extreme conditions is addressed with the 2D-IR vibrational echo experiments.

### 4.1. Linear FT-IR absorption spectra

FT-IR absorption spectra of 5% HOD in neat water and NaBr: \( \text{H}_2\text{O} = 1:8 \) solution are shown in Fig. 4. The peaks at 2510 and 2540 cm\(^{-1}\) in FT-IR spectra are OD stretching vibrational mode in the neat water and the NaBr salt solution, respectively. It is known for neat water that the broad spectrum is caused by different numbers and different strengths of the hydrogen bonds [77]. More hydrogen bonds and stronger hydrogen bonds red shift the absorption, while few hydrogen bonds and weaker hydrogen bonds blue shift the absorption [16,17,43]. FT-IR spectrum of the OD stretching vibration in the NaBr solution is blue-shifted by \( \sim 30 \) m\(^{-1}\) compared with that of neat water. The width of the neat water band is also somewhat wider, \( \sim 160 \) cm\(^{-1}\) vs. \( \sim 140 \) cm\(^{-1}\) for the salt solution. The salt solution line is still very broad, indicating a wide distribution of OD-ion interactions. In neat water, a blue shift is associated with weaker and/or fewer hydrogen bonds. However, the spectrum of the salt solution arises from a very different type of interaction. The hydroxyl group is mainly interacting with an ion rather than with another water molecule. Therefore, it is not safe to assume that the blue shift should be associated with weaker hydrogen bonding. Water molecules are hydrogen-bonded to ions by three ion-dipole interactions in HOD-Br\(^-\), DOH-Br\(^-\), and HDO-Na\(^+\). The last two configurations have less influence on the OD stretching vibration.

### 4.2. 2D-IR vibrational echo spectra

2D-IR vibrational echo spectra of the OD stretching vibration in the NaBr solution are shown in Fig. 5 for a series of \( T_w \)-s. The nature of the spectral peaks was discussed in
Sec. 3.3. As shown in Sec. 2, 2D vibrational echo spectra are frequency correlation maps between the evolution (first coherence) and detection (second coherence) periods. The $\omega_\tau$ axis is the axis of the initial frequencies at which the molecules are excited while the $\omega_m$ axis is the axis for the final frequencies at which the molecules emit the vibrational echo. The molecules are labeled with the initial frequencies along the $\omega_\tau$ axis. The labeled molecules spectrally diffuse (move in the frequency domain) during the waiting time, $T_w$. The final frequencies of the labeled molecules are recorded along the $\omega_m$ axis. 2D-IR vibrational echo spectra show how the molecules move from the initial ($\omega_\tau$) to the final ($\omega_m$) frequencies as a function of the waiting time, $T_w$.

Looking in particular at the fundamental transition (0-1 transition, red positive peak), a noticeable feature of 2D correlation spectra shown in Fig. 5 is a change of peak shape as $T_w$ increases. The red peak is highly elongated along the diagonal at $T_w = 0.1$ ps. (The diagonal lines are not shown in Fig. 5. The blue lines are discussed below. See Fig. 3 for and example of the diagonal.) As $T_w$ increases the shape changes and the band becomes more symmetrical. This change is the signature of spectral diffusion. In the long time limit, all structural configurations are sampled and, therefore, all frequencies are sampled. The band would become completely symmetrical. However, because of the overlap with the negatively going band that arises from emission at the 1-2 transition frequency, the bottom of the 0-1 band is eaten away. The shape of the band also has a $T_w$ independent contribution. As discussed in detail below, ultrafast fluctuations produce a motionally

Figure 5 (online color at www.lphys.org) 2D-IR vibrational echo spectra of the OD stretching vibration obtained for the NaBr solution at increasing $T_w$s. Straight lines in the 2D spectra are the center lines defined in connection with the discussion of Fig. 6.

Figure 6 (online color at www.lphys.org) (a) – 2D-IR spectrum at $T_w = 0.2$ ps. A dotted horizontal line defines a frequency slice at $\omega_m = 2540$ cm$^{-1}$ along the $\omega_\tau$ axis. This slice gives the left most spectrum in (b). (b) – frequency slice spectra at different $\omega_m$. The peak positions are obtained by fitting each to a Gaussian function. $\omega_m$ increases from left to right. Peak positions are marked with blue dots in (a). The center line slope (CLS) is obtained by a linear fit to the peak positions (blue dots) in (a).
narrowed (homogeneous) component of both 2D spectrum as well as the linear absorption spectrum. The motional
narrowed contribution produces a width along the \( \omega_r \) axis even at \( T_w = 0 \) ps. Although \( T_w \) independent, the motional
narrowed Lorentzian contribution to the 2D line shape can be determined by the procedure described in the next section.

### 4.3. The FFCF and the center line slope method

The frequency-frequency correlation function (FFCF) connects the experimental observables to the underlying
dynamics. The FFCF is the probability that an oscillator with an initial frequency has the same frequency at time
t later, averaged over all starting frequencies. It is generally written in terms of changes in frequency rather than the absolute frequency. Once the FFCF is known, all linear and nonlinear optical experimental observables can be calculated by time-dependent diagrammatic perturbation theory \([46, 76, 78]\). Conversely, the FFCF can be extracted from 2D vibrational echo spectra with input from the linear absorption. Generally, to determine the FFCF from 2D and linear spectra, full calculations of linear and nonlinear third-order response functions based on the time-dependent diagrammatic perturbation theory are performed iteratively until the calculation results converge to the experimental results. Here, a simpler method is introduced and used to determine the FFCF by circumventing the iterative fitting of the response functions. The inverse of the center line slope (CLS) of a 2D vibrational echo spectrum is defined as a new experimental observable to quantify spectral diffusion dynamics of water in bulk and in NaBr solution.

Fig. 6 illustrates how to define the CLS. A slice at a frequency \( \omega_{m} \) (2540 cm\(^{-1}\)) along the \( \omega_{r} \) axis is marked as a dotted horizontal line in Fig. 6a. The projection of this slice onto the \( \omega_{r} \) axis is a spectrum. This particular slice is the left most spectrum in Fig. 6b. The peak position of the frequency slice can be obtained by fitting the frequency slice to a Gaussian or other appropriate function. The shape of the slice is not important. It is only necessary to determine its peak frequency. Frequency slices at different \( \omega_{m} \) frequencies are shown in Fig. 6b, and their peak positions are marked with blue dots in Fig. 6a. The center line slope is obtained by plotting the \( \omega_{r} \) peak positions vs. \( \omega_{m} \). The “center lines” are shown as the blue lines in Fig. 5. The important feature of the center line is that as \( T_w \) increases, the slope becomes greater. In the limit of complete spectral diffusion, the long time limit, the 2D spectrum is symmetrical and the center line is vertical. In the other limit, \( T_w = 0 \) ps, and in the absence of a motional-narrowed component, the 2D spectrum is a thin line along the diagonal. The center line would be at 45°.

As discussed below, the FFCF is related to the inverse of the center line slope. The inverse of the CLS has a maximum value of 1 at \( T_w = 0 \) ps and goes to 0 in the long time limit. The \( T_w = 0 \) ps maximum value of 1 can only occur in the absence of a motional-narrowed component. The larger the motionally narrowed contribution to the line shape is, the smaller the initial value of the inverse of the center line slope will be. The plot of the inverse of the CLS (simply referred to as the CLS for the remainder of this paper) vs. \( T_w \) is shown in Fig. 7 for both neat water and the NaBr solution. The decay of the CLS for the salt solution is considerably slower than that of bulk water.

In a subsequent publication, it will be shown theoretically that the CLS is the \( T_w \) dependent part of the FFCF to second order in time \([79]\). It will also be shown that the errors in determining the FFCF from the CLS arising from treating the problem to only second order are small. Furthermore, it is also possible to obtain the \( T_w \) independent part of the FFCF (the Lorentzian component) by combining the CLS and the linear absorption line shape \([79]\).

The linear absorption spectrum \( \sigma(\omega) \) can be calculated by a Fourier transformation of the linear response function \( R^{(1)}(t) \),

\[
\sigma(\omega) = \text{Re} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} dt \exp(i\omega t)R^{(1)}(t) \right],
\]

\[
R^{(1)}(t) = |\mu_{01}|^2 \exp \left[ -i(\omega_{01})t - g(t) - \frac{t}{2T_1} - \frac{t}{3T_{or}} \right],
\]

where \( \mu_{01} \) is the transition dipole moment of the fundamental transition (0-1), \( (\omega_{01}) \) is the ensemble-average of the fundamental transition frequency, and the population relaxation and orientational relaxation are included phe-

![Figure 7](online color at www.lphys.org) CLS plots (dots) vs. \( T_w \) for neat water and the NaBr solution. Solid lines are the fits of the response functions. The inverse of the CLS has a maximum value of 1 at \( T_w = 0 \) ps and goes to 0 in the long time limit. The CLS for the salt solution is considerably slower than that of bulk water.
nomenologically with time constants $T_1$ and $T_{or}$, respectively. The line shape function $g(t)$ is defined as

$$g(t) = \int_{0}^{t} dt_2 \int_{0}^{t} dt_1 \left(\delta \omega_{10}(t_1)\delta \omega_{10}(0)\right),$$  \hspace{6cm} (14)

where $\langle \delta \omega_{10}(t)\delta \omega_{10}(0)\rangle$ is the FFCC, $C(t)$, for the 0-1 transition, which can be written in terms of the Kubo model as [80]

$$C(t) = \langle \delta \omega_{10}(t)\delta \omega_{10}(0)\rangle = \sum_{i} \Delta_i^2 \exp(-t/\tau_i),$$  \hspace{6cm} (15)

where $\Delta_i$ and $\tau_i$ are the amplitudes and correlation times, respectively, of the various contributions to the frequency fluctuations. In the motionally narrowed limit (fast modulation limit) $\Delta \tau \ll 1$. In this limit, $\Delta$ and $\tau$ cannot be determined independently, but $T_2^* = (\Delta^2 \tau)^{-1}$ or $\tau^* = (\pi T_2^*)^{-1}$ is the single parameter describing the motionally narrowed Lorentzian contribution to the line shape. $T_2^*$ is the pure dephasing that gives rise to the pure homogeneous linewidth, $\Gamma^*$. Including contributions from population relaxation and orientational relaxation, the total dephasing time $T_2$ is

$$1/T_2 = 1/T_2^* + 1/(2T_1) + 1/(3T_{or}),$$  \hspace{6cm} (16)

where $\Gamma = (\pi T_2^*)^{-1}$ is the Lorentzian homogeneous line width. If there is only a single term in Eq. (15) and it is motionally narrowed, the absorption line will be a Lorentzian and its line width yields $T_2$. In general, there are additional terms in $C(t)$, and the absorption line is inhomogeneously broadened. In this case, the FFCC cannot be determined from the absorption spectrum, and requires the 2D-IR vibrational echo experiment to measure the spectral diffusion and to obtain the FFCC.

The FFCCs, $C(t)$, of the OD stretching vibration for neat water and the NaBr solution are determined by using the FT-IR linear spectra shown in Fig. 4 and the CLSs in Fig. 7 without resorting to a full calculation of nonlinear response functions based on time-dependent diagrammatic perturbation theory [79]. For neat water, $C(t)$ has been found previously to be the sum of three terms [17,43],

$$C(t) = \Delta_1^2 \exp(-t/\tau_1) +$$

$$+ \Delta_2^2 \exp(-t/\tau_2) + \Delta_3^2 \exp(-t/\tau_3).$$

By inserting Eq. (17) into Eq. (14), the corresponding line shape function is obtained as

$$g(t) = \Delta_1^2 T_1^*\exp(-t/\tau_1) + t/\tau_1 - 1] +$$

$$+ \Delta_2^2 T_2^*\exp(-t/\tau_2) + t/\tau_2 - 1] +$$

$$+ \Delta_3^2 T_3^*\exp(-t/\tau_3) + t/\tau_3 - 1].$$

The linear absorption spectrum $\sigma(\omega)$ can be calculated from Eq. (12) with Eqs. (13) and (18).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sample</th>
<th>$T_1^*$, cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\Delta_2$, cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\tau_2$, ps</th>
<th>$\Delta_3$, cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\tau_3$, ps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water/NaBr</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Frequency-frequency correlation function parameters

The full procedure for using the CLS to obtain the FFCC, including discussions of approximations and errors, will be described in detail subsequently [79]. Very briefly, the CLS data points in Fig. 7 were fit to a bi-exponential function. The fits are shown as the lines in Fig. 7. These fits determine parameters $\Delta_2$, $\tau_2$, $\Delta_3$, and $\tau_3$. The two time constants are accurate [79]. However, the values of the $\Delta_i$ are floors to the true values. For a $\tau_i$ greater than ~ 10 times the FID half width, the associated $\Delta_i$ has little error. This is the situation with water for the slowest component of the FFCC. Furthermore, it has been shown that the floor for $\Delta_i$, associated with faster $\tau_i$, is 70% of the true value. Then, the only unknown parameters are $\Delta_2$ and $T_2$. Using the three known parameters, the absorption line shape is fit, using the 70% floor for $\Delta_2$, which determines $\Delta_2$ and $T_2$. (For a motionally narrowed component, $g(t)$ can be written in terms of the single parameter $T_2$ for that component.) In general, $T_2$ can be separated into the three contributions, pure dephasing $T_2^*$, population relaxation $T_1$, and orientational $T_{or}$, by using pump-probe experiments to measure $T_1$ and $T_{or}$. However, in water, $T_2^*$ is ~ 100 times larger than the other two contributions, and $T_1$ and $T_{or}$ are ignored here. They will be reported in a subsequent publication [79]. The FFCC parameters for neat water and the NaBr solution are given in Table 1. The neat water parameters are almost the same as those reported previously [17], and the experimental results used to determine them here are more extensive.

4.4. Hydrogen bond dynamics of neat water and NaBr solution

A water molecule can be a hydrogen bond donor and acceptor at the same time [77]. In liquid water, the water molecule can form up to four hydrogen bonds in a tetrahedral geometry with neighboring water molecules making an extended hydrogen bond network. The hydrogen bond network fluctuates and evolves continuously under a thermal equilibrium condition. Hydrogen bonds form and break. Strong (short) bonds become weak (long), and vice versa. In the NaBr solution there are only four water molecules per negative ion and four water molecules per positive ion. It seems reasonable to assume that all water molecules in the NaBr solution are in hydration shells around ions. Given the ratio of ions to water molecules, there is no bulk water. Water molecules in NaBr solution are bound (or hydrogen-bonded) to ions by ion-dipole interaction and the water-ion structure evolves in time as
evidenced by the spectral diffusion. The linear absorption spectra shown in Fig. 4 shows that water in the salt solution is distinct from bulk water.

As shown in Table 1, the FFCF of OD stretching vibration is characterized by a motionally narrowed component, a subpicosecond intermediate component, and a slowest time component on a picosecond time scale. The motionally narrowed terms are reported as the pure homogeneous line width $\Gamma^\rightarrow = \Delta^\rightarrow T_2/\pi$. For neat water, molecular dynamics simulations and experiments show that the ultrafast motionally narrowed component arises from very local fluctuations in the hydrogen bond length with small contributions from angular changes [17,43,64,65,71,73]. The slowest, 1.5 ps component arises from global hydrogen bond structural rearrangements that randomize the hydrogen bond network. The two components (i.e. intermediate and slowest components) of the FFCF that are not motionally narrowed should be viewed as a model for a non-exponential decay. The intermediate component is a transition between the very local ultrafast single hydrogen bond fluctuations and the global complete randomization of the network.

In comparing the FFCF for the NaBr solution to that of neat water, the motionally narrowed components are similar. The amplitudes, $\Delta_2$ and $\Delta_3$, are also similar, although all are smaller for the NaBr solution. The large differences are in the time constants, $\tau_2$ and $\tau_3$, which are a factor of 2 and 3 longer respectively in the NaBr solution. This means that the time scale for complete randomization of the structure is much slower in the salt solution.

With only four water molecules per ion, the structural water in the NaBr solution will have little resemblance to that of bulk water. Water molecules form hydration shells solvating ions in the NaBr solution by ion-dipole interaction and will have interactions like HOD-Br$^-$, DOH-Br$^-$, and HDO-Na$^+$. The dynamics will involve rearrangements of water molecules in relation to the ions rather than the water-water hydrogen bond rearrangements that occur in neat water. MD simulations performed on aqueous NaCl solutions at various concentrations of NaCl indicate that hydrogen bond structural relaxation slows down with increasing ion concentrations [81].

Recently, MD simulations were performed on a diluted $\text{I}^-/\text{HOD}/\text{D}_2\text{O}$ system with a single iodide ion and 215 $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ [82]. The results showed that the longest time component in the FFCF of OD stretching vibration was associated with the escape time of HOD from the first solvation shell of iodide ion to bulk. However, this simulation is not a model for a concentrated salt solution in which there is no bulk water. Furthermore, it does not give information on how water molecules solvating cations (Na$^+$) contribute to the overall hydrogen bond dynamics of water around ions, nor how the dynamics of water molecules that may bridge two anions or an anion and cation influence the spectral diffusion.

Bakker and coworkers performed two-color IR pump-probe experiments by pumping OH stretching vibration of DOH in D$_2$O salt solutions (6 M NaCl, NaBr, or NaI) near the center frequency of the OH absorption band and probing population relaxations at different frequencies [59,83]. It was observed that the decays of pump-probe signals got faster when the probing frequency moved away from the pumping frequency. The results were discussed in terms of a correlation time constant $\tau_c$ for spectral diffusion of the OH stretching vibration. A two Brownian oscillator model was necessary to extract the information from these indirect experiments and produced results that the correlations times were 20 to 30 times longer than that of neat water. The model used considered water bound to ions and water that was bulk like. These very long correlations times are in contrast to the measurements reported here in which the spectral diffusion components increase by factors of 2 and 3 compared to neat water.

Given the small number of water molecules per ion, it seems clear that the nature of water dynamics in concentrated salt solutions is fundamentally different from the dynamics of pure water. The inhomogeneous absorption spectrum must be composed of different configurations of a small number of water molecules associated with ions with few bulk-like water-water hydrogen bonds. The spectral diffusion is most likely associated with the structural rearrangements of water molecules strongly interacting with one or more ions and cannot involve exchange between a water-ion interaction and water in bulk. MD simulations will need to properly model the small numbers of waters per ion found in concentrated salt solutions.

5. Concluding remarks

The 2D-IR vibrational echo experimental method was described in considerable detail. 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy has been developed over the last decade and has been utilized to study spectral diffusion, chemical exchange, isomerization, and the structure and dynamics of biomolecules. Investigations of such systems have just begun, and a great increase in the understanding of the fast structural dynamics of complex molecular systems is in the offing. In addition, 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy has the potential to be applicable to many other microscopic molecular events occurring on subpicosecond and picosecond time scales.

In this paper, both the theoretical and experimental underpinnings of ultrafast 2D-IR vibrational echo spectroscopy were reviewed. In addition, a new method for extracting the frequency-frequency correlation function from $T_w$ dependent 2D spectra was presented. The center line slope method makes it possible to obtain the FFCF without iterative fitting of the 2D spectra using time dependent perturbation theory techniques. As will be shown in a subsequent publication, the CLS method produces results that are not distorted by finite bandwidth of the excitation pulses or apodization procedures [79]. In addition, the first 2D-IR vibrational echo measurements of water spectral diffusion in a concentrated salt solution were presented. It was found that the structural randomization of the system...
is significantly slower than in pure water. Additional experiments on concentrated salt solutions will be reported in a subsequent publication. The dynamics of water in a variety of types of salt solutions over a range of concentrations are currently being studied.
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